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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

)

IN RE WILMINGTON TRUST
SECURITIES LITIGATION, -

Master Civ. No. 10-990-SLR-SRF

•)
) '

(Consolidated. Securities Class Action)

)

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION
I.

INTRODUCTION

Presently before the court in this consolidated class action for securities fraud brought

under Sections 1 0(b)' and 20(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1 934 ("Exchange Acf') is the
motion to compel production of documents withheld based on the bank examination privilege,
filed- by the Merced County Employees' Retirement Association, the Coral Springs Police

.

Pension Fund, the St Petersburg Firefighters' Retirement System, the Pompano Beach General

Employees Retirement System, and the Automotive Industries Pension Trust (collectively, "Lead
Plaintiffs"). (D.1. 233) For the following reasons, I recommend that the court grant-in-part the
motion to compel. Specifically, I recommend that the court deny the motion with respect to the

documents from the Pennsylvania Department of Banking and Securities ('TaDoBS"), and
documents constituting summaries of bank examination reports. I recommend that the court

grant the motion to compel in all other respects hased on the non-privileged nature of the
documents or the application of the good cause exception to privileged contents.

t

'
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H.

'

BACKGROUND1

Lead Plaintiffs are institutional 'investors who purchased .the common stock of .
Wilmington Trust Corporation (£CWTC") between January 18, 2008 and November i, 2010 ("the
.

class period"). (D.L 149 at

25-30) Lead Plaintiffs claim that WTC's lending practices were •

part of a "massive criminal conspiracy that 'fraudulently concealfed] the Bank's true financial
•

condition', and £deceive[d] regulators and the public.'" {Id. atf 1) Defendants Ted T. Cecala,
.

Donald.Foley, David Gibson, Robert Harra, and William North (the "Officer Defendants") were

allegedly aware of critical deficiencies in Wilmington Trust Company's ("the Bank") lending
and risk management practices by the start ofthe Class Period on January 1 8, 2008. {Id. at*[[ll)

The Board of Governors ofthe Federal Reserve System ("Federal Reserve"),2 acting as the
Bank's primary regulator, and KPMG LLP ("KPMG"), the Bank's outside audit firm, as well as
WTC's own internal audit department, criticized the Bank's risk management procedures and
internal controls in 2007 and 2008. {Id.)

.

.

-

In September 2009, the Federal Reserve required WTC to enter into a Memorandum of

Understanding ("MOU"), which identified failings in the Bank's lending, risk management, and

accounting functions' and forced the Bank to restructure the way it originated, monitored, and
accounted for its loan's." (i#.~ at ^f 12-13, 152-56) Pursuant to the MOU, WTC was required to.

reevaluate the risk of its loan portfolio and obtain updated appraisals, and the Bank initiated a

comprehensive analysis of its lending practices in Delaware. {Id.) The Federal Reserve also

i

The factual background included in this decision is limited to facts relevant to the pending.
motion to compel. A more detailed description of the facts is set forth in Judge Robinson's
Memorandum Opinion dated March 20, 2014. (D.I. 184) .

2 The Federal Reserve is a federal agency authorized by law to regulate and examine or inspect
bank holding companies and state-chartered banks that are members of the Federal Reserve
System. 12U.S.C. §§ 1844, 248(a), 325.
2

(

•
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warned the Officer Defendants about misusing interest rate reserves at this time. {Id. at f 96)

On February 23 , 20 1 0, WTC conducted a public offering of shares of common stock, and

reported significant increases in its reserve as a result ofthe changes implemented after the

'

issuance ofthe MOU. {Id. at f 1 52-56, 1 77, 3 88) By the summer of201 0, the Federal Reserve

effectively took over the Bank's credit operations. {Id. at f 91) On November 1, 201 0, "WTC •
announced that it was being acquired by M&T Bank for approximately 50% of the' closing price
per share the prior trading day. {Id. at

198) The conduct of WTC and the Officer Defendants

sparked investigations by the SEC, and led to a joint federal investigation conducted by the FBI,

the IRS Criminal Investigation Division, the Office of the Inspector General, the Federal
Reserve, and the Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset ReliefProgram. {Id. at % 21)
The joint federal investigation resulted in a criminal conviction due to die guilty plea of Joseph
Terranova, a former senior Bank relationship manager, along with other high-level Bank

executives.3 {Id.)
The present litigation was filed on November 1 8, 20.1 0. Lead Plaintiffs brought causes of
action pursuant to Sections 10(b) and 20(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange

Act"), 15 U.S.C. §§ 78j(b) and 78t(a), and Sections 11 and 12(a)(2) and 15 of the Securities Act

3 On August 2, 201 6, .a Third Superseding Indictment was filed in Criminal Action No. 15-23RGA (D.1. 242; D J. 243) The Third Superseding Indictment identifies a number of documents
that have been or will be made publicly available in the criminal proceeding, including email
. correspondence between the criminal defendants, past due reports, SEC reports, the MOU, and

the M&T Merger Agreement {Id.) However, information made public in a criminal proceeding

does not necessarily constitute a waiver of the bank examination privilege. See Bancorp v.
• FDIC, 1999 WL 1332312, at *4 (D.NJ. Nov. 10, 1999) (holdingthat abank examiner's
testimony at a criminal trial did not constitute a waiver of the bank examination privilege

.

sufficient to allow his deposition in a civil proceeding, and noting that if Bancorp only sought
information contained in the publicly-available criminal testimony, then it could not argue that
the information was unavailable from other sources, which would otherwise justify an exception
to the bank examination privilege).

•
3-

\

•

'
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of 1933 ("Securities Act")-, 15 U.S.C. § 77a. The fourth amended complaint alleges that

Defendants4 made a series ofmaterially false and misleading statements regarding the Bank's •
•

?

commercial real estate lending and accounting prabtices. Specifically, the fourth amended

"

-

complaint alleges that Defendants failed to disclose highly material information regarding the
Bank's true financial condition by significantly understating the Bank's loan loss reserves
because Defendants did not accurately report past.due and non-performing loans, and did not
i

take into account the Bank's reckless underwriting and asset review practices. (D.1. 149 at ^|f
53-64, 67-73, 77-78, 80, 82, 84-85, 91-94, 165-66, 217).

On March 20, 2014, Judge Robinson granted the motions to dismiss of defendants
Thomas duPont and David Roselle, and denied the motions to dismiss of the remaining
Defendants, citing repeated warnings from the Federal Reserve and the Federal Reserve's MOU
as evidence of scienter and as a red flag that KPMG had ignored. (D.I. 1 84; D.I. 1 85) Discovery
commenced after the issuance ofthe March 20, 2014 opinion. On May 7, 2014, WTC informed

•

Lead Plaintiffs that the Federal Reserve had demanded the withholding of any documents subject

to the regulatory banking privilege. (D.I. 234, Etc B) On May 1 9, 2014, the court entered the
proposed stipulated scheduling order requiring "ftjTC to produce documents produced to any
governmental entities on or before May 12, 2014, to the extent that those documents were not

subject to any objection. (D.I. 197 at f 3(c))

On June 4, 2014, Lead Plaintiffs submitted a formal request to the Federal Reserve

4 Defendants are WTC, KPMG LLP ("KPMG"),.J.P. Morgan Securities LLC ("JP Morgan"),
Keefe Bruyette & Woods, Inc. ("KBW"), Ted Cecala.f'Cecala"), Donald Foley ("Foley"), David
Gibson ("Gibson"), Robert Harra, Jr. ("Harra"), Kevyn Rakowski ("Rakowski"), Carolyn Burger
("Burger"), R. Keith Elliott ("Elliott"), Gailen Krug ("Krug"), Stacey Mobley ('Mobley"), .
Michele Rollins ("Rollins"), Oliver Sockwell ("Sockwell"), Robert Tunnell, Jr. ("Tunnell"),

Susan Whiting ("Whiting"), Rex Mears ("Mears""), Louis Freeh ("Freeh"), and William North
("North"). Defendants Thomas duPont and David Roselle were terminated on March 20, 2014.
4

•v
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seeking authorization for Defendants to disclose the documents that are the subject of the motion
.

*

*

I

to compel which is presently before the court (D J. 235, Ex. L) The request was denied on June

27, 2014 by the Federal Reserve's Associate General Counsel, who concluded that Lead
Plaintiffs had- not shown the relevance of the documents, and determined that Lead Plaintiffs .

could meet their burden ofproof on the issue of scienter without access to privileged regulatory
communications. (D.I. 235, Ex. M) During a June 17, 2014 Rule 26(f) discovery conference

call, Defendants indicated for the first time that the Office of Thrift Supervision ("OTS") maybe

asserting a banking or regulatory privilege over certain documents separate from and in addition
to any privileges being asserted by the Federal Reserve and the Delaware Office of the State
Bank Commissioner ("OSBC"). (D.L 234, Ex. C) On June 30, 2014, Defendants confirmed that
they intended to withhold documents belonging to the Federal Reserve, the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency ("OCC") in its capacity as successor to the OTS, and the OSBC due

to the government agencies' claims of privilege, and noted that the OSBC had previously granted

permission to produce the documents to the Government Entities.5 (D.L 234, Ex. D)
• On July 11, 2014, Lead Plaintiffs submitted formal Touhy requests for waiver of the
privilege to the OCC and the OSBC, notifying the agencies that Lead Plaintiffs would move to
compel production of the disputed documents. (D.1. 235, Exs. N, O) The OSBC denied Lead
Plaintiffs' request to review documents constituting confidential supervisory information ("CSF')

by letter dated July 23, 2014, noting that Delaware law prohibited disclosure and the exceptions

to the privilege set forth in Delaware's statute were not applicable. (D.I. 326 at 2-3) In an email

communication on July 24, 2014, KPMG informed Lead Plaintiffs for the first time that it would

5 «

Government Entities" includes any governmental or regulatory agency that conducted an

investigation of WTC or the Bank, including, but not limited to, the SEC, the DOJ, the FBI, the
FDIC, and the Federal Reserve. (D.I. 149; D.L 233 at 1 n.1)
5

•i
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withhold documents based on the FDIC's assertion of the bank examination privilege. (DJ. 234,
Ex. I)

.

On August 5, "20 1 4, Lead Plaintiffs filed th'e instant motion to compel, seeking

.

confidential bank examination documents and an injunction against future assertions of bank

'

examination privilege. (D.I. 233) WTC responded to the motion on August 12, 2014, indicating
• that it was reviewing documents for regulatory privileges previously produced to the

Government Entities. (D.L 242) On August 20, 2014, the Federal Reserve moved to intervene •
to oppose Lead Plaintiffs' motion to compel and assert the bank examination privilege. (D.I.
. 246) The Federal Reserve's motion to intervene was granted on August 22, 2014.

On September 5, 2014, the parties filed ajoint letter summarizing their agreement
'
i

.

regarding the process for the Federal Reserve, the OCC, and the OSBC to review documents
|

withheld on the basis of regulatory privilege. (D.I. 252) Defendants sent the regulatory agencies
a cross-section of thirfy-three documents that were withheld or redacted in late August, they
i

provided access to an electronic database housing all of the withheld documents and information
I

in mid-September, and they provided Lead Plaintiffs and the regulatory agencies with privilege
logs identifying the withheld documents and infopnation on October 3, 2014. The OCC received
the identified documents from Defendants on October 15, 2014, which did not allow enough

time for the OCC to review the documents and make a decision with respect to the Touhy
request (D.I. 329 at 8) On October 17, 2014, the Federal Reserve informed the court and the

parties that it would assert the bank examination privilege for the documents listed in the
privilege log, redaction log, and KPMG log. The parties were to substantially complete
document discovery on or before this date. (D.L 197) On the same date, the OSBC filed a
notice of intent to assert the bank examiner privilege. (D.L 312; D.L 326 at 3) KPMG also

6

v
k

.
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produced a privilege log listing documents withheld on grounds of bank examination privilege,
identifying documents previously produced to the Government Entities, and promising to
supplement the privilege log on November 7, 2014. (D.I. 338, Ex. C) On October 30, 2014, J.P.

Morgan Securities and Keefe, Bruyette & Woods, Inc. (together, the "Underwriter Defendants")

indicated that they would withhold 120 documents on regulatory privilege grounds. (D.I. 336 at
6; D.-I. 338, Ex. F)
ffl.

LEGAL STANDARD .

Pursuant to Rule 37 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, "[o]n notice to other parties

and all affectedpersons, a party may move for an order compelling disclosure or discovery."
Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(a)(1). The motion must include a certification that the movant has conferred
in good faith with the party failing to make discovery in an attempt to obtain discovery without
court action. Id. "Before a party may succeed on a motion to compel discoveiy, that party must

first prove that it sought discovery in the manner required by the rules of procedure." Camiolo v.
State Farm Fire & Cos. Co., 334 F.3d345, 360 (3d Cir. 2003).
.

' Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26, "[p]arties may obtain discovery regarding any

nonprivileged matter that is relevant to any party's claim or defense and proportional to the
needs ofthe case." Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1). "As long as the information sought is reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, it is discoverable, even if it is
ultimately not admissible at trial." Leonard v. Stemtech Health Scis., Inc., 269 F.R.D. 427, 428

(D. Del. 2010)." In furtherance of discovery permitted by Rule 26, parties are permitted to submit
. Requests for Production under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 34. Rule 34 requires- a party to
produce documents requested which are "items in the responding party's possession, custody, or

control." Fed. R. Civ. P. 34(a)(1).

7

t
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DISCUSSION

A.

Applicability of the Bank Examination Privilege

'

The bank examination privilege6 is a qualified privilege that protects agency opinions,
agency recommendations , and a bank's responses thereto from disclosure. In re Bankers Thist
Co., 61 F.3d 465, 471 (6th Cir,- 1995) (citing Schreiber v. Soc'yforSav. Bancorp, Inc., 11 F.3d
217, 220 (D.C. Cir. 1993)). The burden is on the regulatory agency to present more than a bare

conclusion or statement that the documents sought are privileged. Redland Soccer Club, Inc. v.
Dep 't ofArmy of U.S., 55 F.3d" 827, 854 (3d Cir. 1995); see also In re Bankers Trust, 61 F.3dat

472 (noting that the bank examination privilege belongs to the regulatory agency, and the
regulatory agency must therefore be given the opportunity to assert and defend the privilege). If
the agency fails to meet this burden, the privilege does not apply and the disputed documents
must be produced. Schreiber, 1 1 F.3d at 220. The purpose of the privilege is to preserve candor

in communications between bankers and examiners, which is essential to the effective

6 Courts within the. Third Circuit have recognized the bank examination privilege as a variant of
. the government's deliberative process privilege and the official information privilege. See

Redland Soccer Club, Inc. v. Dep't ofArmy of U.S., 55 F.3d 827, 853 n.18 (3d Cir. 1995) (citing
Schreiber v. Soc'yfor Sav. Bancorp, 1 1 F.3d 21 7, 220-22 (D.C. Cir. 1 993)); In re Sunrise Sec.
. Litig., 109 B.R. 658, 664-65 (E.D. Pa. 1990) ("Because the policies supporting the 'bank
examination privilege' are similar to other, more general governmental privileges ... I will treat

[the] claim of privilege as an assertion of an 'official information privilege.'"). The deliberative
process privilege permits the government to withhold information containing "confidential
deliberations oflaw or policymaking, reflecting opinions, recommendations or advice." In re
Grand Jury, 821 F.2d 946, 959 (3d Cir. 1987) (citing NLRB v. Sears Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S.
1 32, 150-54 (1975)). Like the bank examination privilege, these privileges do not extend to
purely factual material, as "[disclosure of facts would neither hinder the free flow of advice in
government decision making nor involve improper judicial interference with that process.

Sunrise, 109 B.R. at 665 (citing In re Franklin Nat 7 Bank Sec. Litig., 478 F. Supp. 577, 582
(E.D.N.Y. 1979)). Precedent concerning the bank examination privilege, the deliberative
process privilege, and the official information privilege is interchangeable. See Redland, 55 F.3d
at 853; In re Subpoena Served Upon Comptroller of Currency ("Fleet"), 967 F.2d 630, 633
(D.C. Or. 1992).
8

i
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supervision ofbanking institutions. Redland, 55 F.3d at 854.
The bank examination privilege does not apply to factual information. Bancorp v.

F.D.I.C., 1999 WL 1332312, at *4 (D.N.J. Nov. 10, 1999) (citing Redland, 55 F.3d at 853).
[Tjhebank examination privilege protects only agency opinions and
recommendations from disclosure; purely factual material falls outside the
privilege and, ifrelevant, must be produced. The agency asserting the privilege
has the burden of establishing its applicability to the documents at issue. Ifthe
agency fails to establish the privilege with respect to the subpoenaed material,
then the documents must be produced.

Schreiber, 11 F.3d at 220 (citation omitted). If the documents contain a combination of .

'

evaluative material' and factual' material, the agency must redact the evaluative material and
produce the- factual portions. In re Midlantic Corp. S 'holder Litig., 1994 WL 750664, at *2

(D.D.C. Oct. 24, 1994). If redaction is not feasible because the factual and privileged material
are inextricably intertwined, then the court must determine whether the privilege should be

overridden for good cause. Schreiber, 1 1 F.3d at 220. Courts have rejected the withholding of
entire documents containing any deliberative or other protected material. Lundy v. Intejfirst

Corp., 105 F.R.D. 499, 504-05 (D.D.C. 1985).
When documents contain both objective and subjective components, some courts have
concluded that the subjective portions often represent a summary of statements of fact, and are
therefore not subject to the privilege. See In re Franklin Nat.'l Bank, 478 F. Supp. at 584
(internal citations omitted); Principe v. Crdssland Sav., FSB, 149 F.RJD. 444, 448 (E.D.N.Y.
1993); Seafirst Corp. v. Jenkins, 644 F. Supp. 1 160, 1 163 (W.D. Wash. 1986) ("[Rjeliance on
expertise does not transform interpretations of facts into communications protected by the
deliberative process privilege."). To the extent that the examiner's comments deserve protection

under the privilege, these courts have weighed whether disclosure of the few exceptions justifies
the effort necessary to weed them out, or whether redaction would make the document difficult

9

•••
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to read and evaluate fairly. See In re Franklin Nat 7 Bank, 478 F. Supp. at 585. Other courts
have proceeded to analyze whether the intertvvined factual material should he withheld, pursuant

"

to the privilege or produced pursuant to the good cause exception, discussed at § IV.B, infra.
See In re Midlantic, 1994 WL 750664, at *2-3.

'

The court has conducted an in camera review of the disputed documents.7 The
documents submitted to the court generally fall within five broad categories delineated by the
Federal Reserve: (1 ) bank examination reports and examiner work papers; (2) formal
correspondence between the regulators and the Bank regarding the examination; (3) the MOU
and related correspondence and documents; (4) internal WTC documents in response to regulator

requests or summarizing regulator findings and opinions; and (5) internal WTC emails and
attachments and informal emails between WTC and the regulators discussing bank examinations.
(D.I. 324 at 8) A number of the documents do not fall within the narrow scope of the bank

•

examination privilege because they are purely factual in nature and do not reflect the opinions,
recommendations, or advice of a regulatory agency.

s

•

•

7 Courts commonly examine bank regulatory documents in camera before determining whether
they fall within the claimed privilege. See In re Schreiber, 1 1 F.3d at 22 1; Delozier v. First Nat 7
Bank ofGatlinburg, 113 F.R.D. 522, 525-26 (E.D. Tom. 1986); Seafirst Corp. v. Jenkins, 644 F.

Supp. 1160, 1161 (W.D. Wash. 198 6);Lundyv. Inteifirst Corp., 105 F.R.D. 499, 500 (D.D.C.
1985); In re Franklin Nat'l Bank Sec. Litig., 478 F. Supp. 577, 582-85 (E.D.N.Y. 1979)'; Denny
v. Carey, 78 F.R.D. 370, 374 (E.D. Pa. 1978); United States v. Provident Nat'l Bank, 41 F.R.D.
209, 210 (E.D. Pa. 1966). "Ifthe agency can establish that a document is privileged merely by
filing aconclusory affidavit asserting that any factual portion ofthe document cannot be
separated from the evaluative portion, then the agency itself and not the court can determine the
extent ofthe privilege. Surely something more is required." In re Schreiber, 1 1 F.3d at 221 .
8

Having reviewed a selection of documents in camera, the court finds that the following
documents are not subject to the bank examination privilege in whole or in part, and should be '
produced in their entirety: (1) D.1. 432, Tjl(a)- WTC Tabs 1-6, 1 1, 13, 15, 1 8, 22-23, 27, 33-34,

36, 38-40, 43, 45-50, 53, 55, 57-58, 60-62, 64, 67-68, 70-74, 78, 88, 91-103, 109-114, 119, 121,
124-129, 131-135, 137-139, 141-151, 153-172; (2) D.I. 432, f l(c)(ii) - WTC Tabs 20, 24-25,
27; (3) D.I. 432, % l(c)(iii) - WTC Tabs 31, 33, 38; (4) D.I. 432, l(c)(iv) - WTC Tabs 40-43,
46-47; (5) D.I. 432, f l(c)(v) - WTC Tabs 51-53, 56, 59; (6) D.I. 432, ^ l(vi) - WTC Tabs 60,
10

•I
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With respect to the first category of withheld documents, which includes bank

examination reports and examiner work papers, the court concludes .that these materials contain
both factual and privileged information. Courts have consistently held that bank examination
reports are entirely or partially factual. See Seafirst, 644 F. Supp. at 1 1 63 ; Delozier, 113 F.R.D.
at 525; In re Franklin Nat 7 Bank, 478 F. Supp. at 585. "While we recognize that the district
court must determine anew in each case whether some portion of the bank examination reports

(and responses thereto) are factual in nature and thus outside the privilege, we note that every
court,that has examined the nature of bank examination reports thus far has found them to be at
least partly factual." In re Schreiber, 1 1 F.3d at 221 (citations omitted). These courts have
rejected the notion that the examiners' process of selecting facts to be included in the reports is
integral to the deliberative process, instead concluding that the reports are "primarily reportorial
and expository, not deliberative." Franklin Nat 'I Bank, 478 F. Supp. at 585; see also Seafirst,
644 F. Supp. at 1 163; Principe, 149 F.R.D. at '448. In accordance with the applicable case law,
the factual information should be produced and the privileged information should be redacted to

the extent that they are not inextricably intertwined. Schreiber, 1 1 F.3d at 220. However, for the

reasons more fully set forth at § IV.B, infra, the redaction of privileged contents is not necessary
with respect to this category of documents because the good cause exception applies to waive the
privilege. See Principe, 149 F.R.D. at 448 (concluding that, "even ifportions" of the bank

examination reports are privileged, the privilege is overridden by the public interest in
disclosure.").

62-69; (7) D.1. 432, H'l(c)(vii) - WTC Tabs 72-74, 77, 80, 85, 87, 89; (8) D.I. 432, % l(c)(ix) WTC Tabs 95-96, 103-104; (9) D.I. 432, f l(c)(x)- WTC Tabs 110, 113; (10) D.I. 432, f
l(c)(xi)- WTC Tabs 115-116, 119-122; KPMG Tab 4; (11) D.1. 432, U l(c)(xii)- WTC Tabs '
125-126, 128; JP Morgan Tabs 4-5; (12) D.I. 432, f l(c)(xiii) - WTC Tab 130; KPMG Tab 11;

(13) D.I. 432, If l(c)(xiv) - WTC Tab 143.
11
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•

With respect to the second category of documents, which covers formal correspondence

between the regulators and the Bank regarding the bank examination, courts are generally in

accord that factual contents are not privileged and must be produced to the extent not intertwined

with privileged contents. See Principe, 149 F.R.D. at 450 (concluding that only factual portions

of correspondence were requested and, therefore, the request was not barred by the bank
examination privilege); Midlantic, 1994 WL -750664, at *4; Schreiber, 1 1 -F.3d at 220

•

(concluding that privileged portions of communications and facts inextricably intertwined with
those privileged portions should not be produced). Again, the court concludes that redaction of

the privileged portions of these communications is not necessary in the present matter in view of
the application of the good cause exception, as explained in more detail at § IV.B, infra.

The third category of documents, which includes the MOU and the Bank's responses
thereto, contains information regarding the regulators' requirements ofthe Bank to make a
number of changes in its lending practices and operations. At least one court has held that

•

specific recommendations for action and directives for the Bank to do as it is told are beyond the
scope of the privilege because the privilege is designed to protect informal, iterative

communications between the Bank and the regulators, whereas "[m]atters formally reviewed and
acted upon by a board of directors are matters of corporate governance, for which records must
be kept" In re Vescio, 208 B.R. 122, 128 (Bankr. D. Vt. 1997); see also Fleet, 961 F.2d at 633
("Bank safety and soundness supervision is an iterative process of comment by the regulators

and response by the bank .... Because bank supervision is relatively informal and more or less
continuous, so too must be the flow of communication between the bank and the regulatory
agency."). However, the seminal cases on the bank examination privilege do not apply the

privilege so restrictively, stating more generally that the privilege applies to the opinions or

12
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recommendations of government officials, - and concluding that the privilege applies at least
partially to formal bank examination reports. Fleet, 967 F.2d at 633; Franklin Nat 'I Bank, 478 F.

Supp. at 581 . The same should hold true for the MOU and related documents, as they likewise
reflect agency opinions and recommendations. As with the other categories of documents,
separable factual information contained in the MOU documents is not subject to the privilege

and should be produced. Moreover, redactions ofreferences to the mere existence of an MOU or
the fact of the Bank's compliance with, the recommendations contained within the MOU are

'

improper, as this information is purely factual. In re Vescio, 208 B.R. at 128. Redaction of the
privileged portions of these documents is not necessary in the present matter in view of the

application of the good cause exception, as explained in more detail at § IV.B, infra.
With respect to internal Bank documents and communications regarding the regulator

examinations, opinions, and recommendations in the fourth and fifth categories, the court
concludes that these communications are primarily factual, and the factual portions are not'
subject to the privilege. See In re Vescio, 208 B.R at 128 (concluding that internal documents
discussing actions taken and to be taken by the bank, documents regarding the bank's customs,. .
practices, and guidelines for lending and loan workouts, and documents regarding employee
compensation and supervision were factual and not subject to the bank examination privilege);
see also Principe, 149 F.R.D. at 450 (requiring regulator to produce factual portions of

communications between regulator and bank). Portions ofthe communications revealing the
regulators' opinions and recommendations or the Bank's responses thereto should remain
privileged. See hi reMidlantic, 1994 WL 750664, at *4. However, internal communications

falling outside this narrow scope should not.be deemed privileged, as the privilege belongs to-the

regulators, not the Bank, and therefore only protects communications relating to agency opinions

13
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and recommendations. Bank-created records, materials, and reports sent to the regulator,
including general ledger and trial balances, "board and committee minutes, and bank staffing

plans, are subject to die bank examination privilege, but may be produced pursuant to the good
cause analysis. In re Midlantic, 1994 WL 750664, at *5.
B.

Good Cause to Override the Bank Examination Privilege

To the extent that the disputed documents contain privileged information, the court must
next determine whether the good cause exception applies to override the privilege and warrant

production of the documents in their entirety. The bank examination privilege is qualified, and
the court may override the privilege for good cause when the public interest favors disclosure.
See In re Bankers Trust, 61 F.3d at 471-72; Fleet, 967 F.2d at 633; Principe, 149 F.R.D. at 447.

"Even when' asserted to protect deliberative material, the privilege may be overridden when
necessary to promote 'the paramount interest of the Government in having justice done between

litigants.'" Fleet, 961 F.2d at 634 (quoting Northrop Corp. v. McDonnell Douglas Corp., 751

F.2d 395, 407 (D.C. Cir. 1984)). Ultimately, the 'court must balance the importance of the
privilege against the need for the information and its availability from other sources. See
Redland, 55 F.3d at 853. In making this determination, the court must consider: (1) the

•

relevance of the evidence sought to be protected; (2) the availability of other evidence; (3) the

seriousness of the litigation and the issues involved; (4) the role of.the government in the '
•

.

litigation; and (5) the possibility of future timidity by government employees who will be forced

to recognize that their secrets are violable. Bankers Ti~ust, 61 F.3d at 472; Schreiber, 1 1 F.3d at
220; Fleet, 961 F.2dat634.
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Relevance

Nearly all of the information subject to the bank examination privilege is relevant to the •

claims and defenses in the present action. It is well-established that the privileged portions of
bank examination reports are subject to the good cause exception if they are relevant to the
claims at issue in the litigation. The privileged content in the examination reports is highly
relevant in the present case because it shows

all of which are indicative of Defendants''
knowledge of the Bank's problems, the alleged misrepresentations and breach of fiduciary duty, '
and scienter. In re Franklin Nat 7 Bank, 478 F. Supp.. at 587; see also Principe, 149 F.R.D. at
'449 (concluding that bank examination reports were relevant to proving defendants' scienter,. .
.

•

knowledge, and recklessness); Seafirst, 644 F. Supp. at 1 1 62 (concluding that the examination

reports were relevant to allegations that the bank imprudently loaned large sums to high-risk
businesses).
Disclosure ofthe examination reports is also relevant to defendant KPMG's defense of

the causes of action against it for negligently conducting audits. See In re Franklin Nat 'I Bank,
478 F. Supp. at 586-87 (concluding that reports contained information relevant to auditors'

defense of negligence claims raised against them by demonstrating whether examiner failed to
detect weaknesses in loan portfolios, internal controls, or competence of management). In the
present action, KPMG served as the Bank's outside audit firm, and is named as a defendant in

the case. (D.1. 149 at

1 1) -Privileged information contained in the bank examination reports is

relevant to Lead Plaintiffs' claims against KPMG for violations of the Securities Act and § 1 0(b)
of the Exchange Act, and KPMG's defenses thereto. (Id. at

15
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examination reports will shed light on whether KPMG sufficiently took into account known

•

warnings or criticisms by regulators in performing its annual audits during the class period.
Privileged material in the remaining categories of documents is also relevant to the

causes of action asserted in the fourth amended complaint Examiner communications and
recommendations are relevant to Defendants' state ofmind, particularly in determining whether
the Bank misrepresented or failed to disclose material facts in its public disclosures regarding its

loan portfolios and hanking practices. See In re Midlantic, 1994 WL 750664, at *3; In re
Schreiber, 1 1 F.3d at 222. The MOU and the Bank's internal response are relevant to allegations
of loss causation because the documents will reveal whether the Bank concealed the truth for an
extended period oftime before the MOU was imposed and the Bank was forced to modify its

practices. CD-I. 149 at

152-56) Documents withheld by KPMG, including its audit work

papers, are highly relevant to assessing the adequacy of KPMG's investigation. With respect to
the non-fraud claims asserted in the fourth amended complaint, the information contained in the

withheld documents is relevant to Defendants' knowledge, which Lead Plaintiffs must

demonstrate under a subjective reasonableness standard and is necessary to respond to
Defendants' "reasonable care and due diligence" defenses. (D.I. 165 at 23; D.I. 207 at 104-06)
Further supporting the court's relevancy conclusion is the fact that several of the withheld email

communications are referenced in the fourth amended complaint itself, including the October 29,

2009 email which was made public in the Criminal Information of Joseph Terranova. (D.I. 336
at 15-16; D.I. 149 atffi[ 8, 55, 76, 79, 280, 328, 331, 441)
•

The timing of the privileged documents' preparation sometimes has a bearing on the

relevancy determination. Courts have held that when privileged bank examination reports are

prepared after a bank discloses its accounting problems giving rise to the lawsuit, the privilege

16
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should he upheld because the malfeasance occurs before the examination report is issued and

before the hank implements corrective measures. See Shirk v. Fifth Third Bancorp, 2.008 WL
2661955, at *2-3 (SJD. Ohio My 2, 2008); see also Raffa v. Wachovia Corp., 2003 WL

215177.78, at *3-5 (M.D: Ha. May 1 5, 2003) (upholding privilege where the events that caused
the injury occurred prior to the preparation of the privileged documents, which analyzed
activities that occurred after the closing of the merger and did not reveal what the defendant
knew, shortlybefore or at the time of the merger). However, the post-class period documents at
issue in the present case primarily include
and do not include post-class period bank examination

reports as in Shirk or communications analyzing financial quarters falling outside the class
period as in Raffa. The post-class period communications at issue in the present case are

relevant to the claims and defenses in the litigation, as they address the events that occurred
during the class .period which are the subject of this litigation. See In re Bank One Sec. Litig.,

209 F.R.D. 41 8, 427 (N.D. 111. 2002) (reaffirming that "relevant documents are likely to arise •
i.

after the date of the Merger," and the OCC's decision to impose time limits on its discovery was
I

erroneous).
One exception to the court's relevancy determination is the privilege assertion by the

Pennsylvania Department of Banking and Securities ("PaDoBS").9 The PaDoBS participated in
two examinations of Wilmington Trust of Pennsylvania ("WTPA") in early 2008, and asserts the

9 The PaDoBS, which is not referenced in the fourth amended complaint, served as a regulator of
Wilmington Trust of Pennsylvania ("WTPA") during the class period. (D.I. 327 at 1) WTPA
was a subsidiary bank that merged with Wilmington Trust FSB, Maryland ("WTFSB") on or
before November 1,2008. (Id.) The PaDoBS only served as a regulator of WTPA until
November 1,2008, after which it had no jurisdiction over any WTC bank. (Id.) The class period

in the present action ran from January 18, 2008' to November 1, 2010. • (Id. at 9; D.I. 149 at ^ 23)
17
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bank examination privilege over those examination reports and any content taken from those
reports. (D.L327atl) One examination was focused on the trust activities of WTPA and does
not include a review of loans, loan loss reserves, defaults on loans, or credit practices. (Id. at 9)

The other joint examination with the Federal Reserve
(Id.) The

,

examination reports covered the period ending December 3 1 , 2007, and pre-dated the time

'

period when the alleged deceit and malfeasance occurred. (Id.) Because these examination

reports address the financial condition of a subsidiary bank in another state for a time period
'

outside of the class period, the court concludes that the relevance of the examination reports and
related documents is limited and does not overcome the application of the bank examination
privilege in this instance.
The Lead Plaintiffs allege that the PaDoBS documents are relevant because the merger of

WTPA and WTFSB occurred on November 1, 2008, which was within the class period, and

WTFSB was inextricably comingled with the commercial lending operations of WTC. (D.I. 336
at 24) However, this argument ignores the fact that the examination reports, which are the
subject ofPaDoBS's privilege objection, cover die period ending December 31, 2007, prior to

both the merger and the class period. These examination reports therefore do not reflect the
comingled nature of WTFSB and the Bank's commercial lending operations.
2.

Availability of other evidence

The regulators next allege that the information contained in the requested documents is
available from other sources, such as the Bank's own internal communications and records,
thereby vitiating the need to apply the good cause exception. (D.I. 324 at 24-26; D.L 326 at 7;

D.L 327 at 1 1) However, the regulators' position is not consistent with the pertinent case

18
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authorities. Defendants.' "own records, even if complete and maintained in useable form . . .
cannot substitute for the [bank examination reports], whose contents form an essential part of
plaintiffs' cause of action." In re Subpoena Duces Tecum Served Upon the Office ofthe

Comptroller ofthe Currency ("Citizens First Bancoip"), 151 F.R.D. 1,2 (D.D.C. 1992).

"Accurate judicial factfinding is predominant. This factor is powerful in a situation like that
'

presented here, where no satisfactory alternative source ofinformation exists." In re Franklin

Nat 7 Bank, 478 F. Supp. at 586 (citing Carl Zeiss Stiftung v. V.E.B. Carl Zeiss, Jena, 40 F.R.D.
318, 325 (D.D.C. 1966)) (holding that the examination reports provided "a unique and objective

contemporaneous chronicle of the financial decline of Franklin National Bank; no satisfactory
substitute exists."). Moreover, Lead Plaintiffs have cast doubt on whether the raw materials

underlying the opinions are available to them. Cf. In re Bank One, 209 F.R.D. at 427. The
pendency of criminal proceedings enhances the importance of information from the examination
reports because witnesses involved in the criminal proceedings are likely to assert their Fifth

Amendment privilege against testifying, and the examination reports "offer an essential
alternative eyewitness view." In re Franklin Nat'l Bank, 478 F. Supp. at 586.

Even if the Bank's internal records and communications were an acceptable substitute,
the regulators' contentions are not supported by the circumstances presently before the court.

The internal Bank reports and records gathered by the agencies in the course of their regulatory

responsibilities are deemed the records of the agencies, and the information requested is
available from a bank only with the permission of the agencies. See Schreiber, 1 1 F.3d at 222.
Therefore, the alternative sources of information cited by the regulators are not viable, as the

regulators have claimed privilege over many of the Bank's own internal records and other
documents in the present matter. One exception to this conclusion is any summary of a

19
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previously produced bank examination report, which should hot he subject to the good cause
exception because the summaries contain no new facts, and any information found in them is

duplicative of information in the examination reports themselves. In re Franklin Nat 'I Bank, 478
F. Supp. at 588.

3.

Seriousness of the litigation

In detennining whether a lawsuit is sufficiently serious to warrant disclosure of

privileged documents, courts have observed that the disclosure of confidential information is
often necessary "to fully air the story behind the bank's collapse and to help evaluate the
adequacy of existing bank examination procedures." In re Franklin Nat 'I Bank, 478 F. Supp. at

587 (concluding that the collapse of the nation's twentieth largest bank was serious because it
affected the economic health of the nation). Cases involving allegations similar to those
presented in the instant matter, indicating that senior bank management engaged in massive fraud

to artificially inflate the price of the institution's publicly traded securities, raise fundamental
issues regarding public confidence in the fairness of financial markets. Principe; 149 F.R.D. at
449; see also Citizens First Bancorp, 151 F.R.D. at 2. Under such circumstances, courts have
concluded that the litigation is sufficient!}' serious to warrant application of the good cause
exception to the bank examination privilege". In keeping with this authority, I find that the

seriousness of the litigation in the present matter weighs in favor of disclosure for good cause to
promote the promulgation of sound, reliable financial data. See In re Bank One, 209 F.R.D. at
428.

The facts of the present case are distinguishable from those set forth in Shirk and In re
Providian Financial Corp. Securities Litigation In Shirk, the court determined that an ERISA
action between private litigants where money damages were the remedy did not rise to the level

20
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of seriousness which would require production of confidential bank examination materials.

'

Shirk, 2008 WL 2661955, at *2-3. The failure of a bank, however, has more widespread

implications than an ERISA action between two private parties, and the differences in the nature
of the claims preclude a meaningful comparison. In re Providian is also distinguishable because
the plaintiffs primarily relied on the importance of the federal securities laws as the factor

weighing in favor of disclosure. 222 F.R.D. 22, 29 (D.D.C. 2004).' In contrast, Lead Plaintiffs in
the present matterhave emphasized the widespread impact ofthe Bank's collapse and the
importance ofpromoting sound, reliable financial data. For these reasons, this factor weighs in

favor of application of the good cause exception to the privileged material.
4.

Role of the government in the litigation

The Federal Reserve contends that the instant litigation is not sufficiently serious to

justify waiver of the privilege because no malfeasance on the part of the regulators is alleged.
(D.I. 324 at 27-28) Where, as here, the regulatords not a party to the case and there are no

allegations of wrongdoing on the part of the regulator with respect to its regulation of the Bank,
this factor does not weigh in favor of application of the good cause exception. See In re
Midlantic, 1994- WL 750664, at *3; In re Franklin Nat'lBank, 478 F. Supp. at 587 (finding that
the role of the government regulators weighed in favor of disclosure because the bank regulatory

system failed to detect and prevent the bank's failure, requiring further exploration); Principe,

149 F.R.D. at 449 (same); Shirk, 2008 WL 2661955, at *2-3 (concluding that disclosure was not
. warranted because the regulators fulfilled their duties as bank regulators but did not have a direct

interest in the outcome of the litigation and were not likely to continue as interveners); Raffa,

2003 WL 21517778, at *3-5 (same); In re Bank One, 209 F.R.D. at 428 (same). This factor
weighs against application of the good cause exception. However, the court concludes that, on
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balance, the other factors weigh in favor of applying the good cause exception and the privileged

documents should therefore be produced.
5.

Chilling effect

Finally, the regulators contend that disclosure of the privileged contents would have a

chilling effect on future communications between bank examiners and bankers, in spite of the

Bank's closure, because the chilling effect reaches beyond a specific bank to other institutions in
the context ofbank mergers and failures. (D.I. 324 at 28-29) "The primary purpose of the
privilege is to preserve candor in communications between bankers and examinersj which those
parties consider essential to.the effective supervision ofbanking institutions." In re Bankers

Trust Co., 61 F.3d 465, 471 (6th Cir. 1995).
Bank safety and soundness supervision is an iterative process of comment by the •

regulators and response by the bank. The success of the supervision therefore
depends vitally upon the quality of communications between the regulated

.

banking firm and the bank regulatory agency .... Because bank supervision is
relatively informal and more or less continuous, so too must be the flow of
.

communication between the bank and the regulatory agency. Bank management .

must be open and forthcoming in response to the inquiries ofbank examiners, and

the examiners must in turn be frank in expressing their concerns about the bank.
These conditions simply, could not be met, as well if communications between the

bank and its regulators were not privileged.
Fleet, 961 F.2d at 634. The court must perform

fresh balancing of the competing interests in

each case where the privilege is asserted. Holding that the unique circumstances of this case
require the disclosure of the confidential section of the [examination reports] does not insure that
.

all future reports will be similarly disclosed." In re Franklin Nat'l Bank Sec. Litig., 478 F. Supp.

.

577, 586 (E.D.N.Y. 1979). .

•

The court concludes that the risk of a chilling effect is.mirdmal under the facts before the

court, and the good cause exception should apply to overcome the privilege because the public
interest in disclosure outweighs the risks of such a disclosure. There is no risk that disclosure
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will unduly undermine confidence in the Bank because the Bank has been closed for several
years. See In re Franklin Nat 'I Bank, 478 F. Supp. at 586 (citing Brown v. Thompson, 430 F.2d

1214, -1215 (5th Cir. 1971)) (concluding that the privilege will expire upon the lapse of an
unreasonable length of time). Moreover, bank personnel are required by law to cooperate with

bank examiners, making it "unlikely as a general matter that government employees will be

significantly inhibited in their duties by the possibility of limited disclosure at a later date in
circumstances analogous to those present here." Citizens First Bancorp, 151 F.R.D. at 3 (citing
Seafirst, 644 F. Supp. at 1 164); see also Principe, 149 F.R.D. at 449. "Those who would be
willing to hide information from an examiner against the spirit of the law would be no more
likely to come forward if their communication with the examiner were privileged as opposed to
merely confidential." Seafirst, 644 F. Supp. at 1 1 64. With respect to whether disclosure would

have a chilling effect on the regulators, courts have recognized that government employees must
always be cognizant that their communications may at some point be made public because the
privilege is qualified. See In re Vescio, 208 B.R. at 131. The court's determination on this factor

has no precedential effect because every future case involving the bank examination privilege

will require a fresh balancing of factors. See Citizens First Bancorp, 1 51 F.R.D. at 3.
The concern regarding the chilling effect is generally alleviated when the court fashions a

protective order reconciling the agencies' interest in confidentiality with a plaintiffs potential

need to introduce some or all ofthe subpoenaed documents into evidence at a public trial. See
Schreiber, 1 1 F.3d at 222. Courts have found that the existence of a protective order

"minimi ze[s] any harm that might otherwise result from compelling disclosure of bank
examination information." Fleet, 967 F.2d at 634; see also In re Bankers Ti~ust Co., 61 F.3d at
472. "A protective order that restricts use of confidential discovery materials and requires such
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materials to be filed under seal can provide adequate protection for confidentiality." Seafirst,
644 F. Supp. at 1 164. To the extent that the regulators do not feel the protective order is

sufficient to prevent the release of the documents to the public, their remedy is to seek

modification of the protective order, as opposed to refusing to produce relevant documents. See
Principe, 149 F.R.D. at 450. A protective order is currently in place in the present case.

Consequently, disclosure of the privileged contents of the documents is warranted under the
good cause analysis, with the exception of the PaDoBS examination reports and related

documents, as well as duplicative summaries of bank examination reports which have been
produced.
V.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, I recommend that the court grant-in-part Lead Plaintiffs'
motion to compel. (D.I. 223) Specifically, I recommend that the court deny the motion with
respect to the documents from the PaDoBS, as well as documents constituting summaries of

previously produced bank examination reports. I recommend that the court grant the motion to
compel in all other respects based on the non-privileged nature of the documents or the .

application of the good cause exception to privileged contents. Production of the documents
shall not occur prior to resolution of any objections filed with respect to this Report and

Recommendation and/or the lifting of the stay of fact discovery.10
This Report and Recommendation is filed pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(1)(B), Fed. R.

10 On July 2, 2015, the court entered an order staying the case, expressly stating that "[t]he court
shall continue its efforts to resolve any outstanding matters, including class certification and
privilege issues, so that any remaining discovery can be completed on an efficient basis once the

stay is lifted." (D.I. 397) More recently, the court entered an order continuing the stay of fact

discovery pending completion of the criminal trial in United States v. Wilmington Trust, et al,
Crim. No. 15-23-RGA (D. Del.). (D.I. 454) The April 13, 201 6 order did not include an
exception regarding the documents which are the subject of the pending motion to compel.
24
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Civ. P. 72(b)(1), and D. Del. LR 72.1. Theparties may serve and file specific written objections
within fourteen (14) days after being served with a.copy of this Report and Recommendation.
.

•

i

Fed. R. Civ. P. 72(b)(2). The objections and responses to the objections are limited to ten (10)
pages each. The failure of a party to object to legal conclusions may result in the loss of the right
I

to de novo review in the District Court. See Sincavage v. Barnhart, 171 F. App'x 924, 925 n.l
•

i

.

I

(3d Cir. 2006); Henderson v.' Carlson, 812 F.2d 874, 878-79 (3d Cir. 1987).
The parties are directed to the court's Standing Order For Objections Filed Under Fed. R.
Civ. P. 72, dated October 9, 2013, a copy of whichjis available on the court's website,
http://www.ded.uscourts.gov;

Dated: August | u.. , 201 6

'Sherry R>

ra.

United States Magistrate Judge
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